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Your impression of this publication The Flipside Of Feminism: What Conservative Women Know --
And Men Can't Say By Suzanne Venker, Phyllis Schlafly will certainly lead you to obtain exactly what
you specifically require. As one of the inspiring publications, this book will certainly offer the presence of
this leaded The Flipside Of Feminism: What Conservative Women Know -- And Men Can't Say By Suzanne
Venker, Phyllis Schlafly to collect. Also it is juts soft documents; it can be your cumulative documents in
device and also other device. The crucial is that usage this soft data book The Flipside Of Feminism: What
Conservative Women Know -- And Men Can't Say By Suzanne Venker, Phyllis Schlafly to check out and
also take the perks. It is exactly what we indicate as publication The Flipside Of Feminism: What
Conservative Women Know -- And Men Can't Say By Suzanne Venker, Phyllis Schlafly will boost your
ideas and mind. Then, checking out publication will certainly additionally boost your life top quality much
better by taking excellent activity in balanced.

Review
A gutsy and profound book. Those who crave the truth will inhale The Flipside of Feminism, while those
beholden to feminism will resist it. For both, Flipside is a must-read. Schlafly and Venker show how
insidious the feminist movement is --Ann Coulter

The Flipside of Feminism exposes the lies at the core of the feminist agenda: there is no difference between
men and women, the hook-up culture is liberating, women are oppressed victims in the home and office, and
children are fine when left all day in daycare. Those who consider themselves 'socially liberal but fiscally
conservative' will re-examine their attitudes after reading this book." --Mark Levin

Phyllis Schlafly and Suzanne Venker have written a courageous and illuminating book on the oppression of
women by the feminist left. Everyone of sound mind should read and learn from this book." --David
Horowitz

About the Author
A former teacher-turned-social critic, Suzanne Venker is an author and speaker on politics, marriage,
parenting, and the culture. A well-known commentator on cultural issues, Suzanne has appeared on ABC,
CNN, FOX, Huff-Po Live and C-Span--as well as hundreds of radio shows throughout the country, including
the Laura Ingraham Show. How to Choose a Husband is her third book.

Phyllis Schlafly is a national leader of the conservative movement since the publication of her best-selling
1964 book, A Choice Not An Echo. Author of 20 books, Schlafly has written a monthly newsletter since
1967 called The Phyllis Schlafly Report and a syndicated column, which appears in 100 newspapers. Her
daily radio commentaries are heard daily on over 600 stations, and her radio talk show on education called



Eagle Forum Live is heard weekly on 90 stations. She lives in St. Louis.
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The Flipside Of Feminism: What Conservative Women Know -- And Men Can't Say By Suzanne
Venker, Phyllis Schlafly. Reading makes you a lot better. Who says? Lots of wise words state that by
reading, your life will certainly be much better. Do you believe it? Yeah, show it. If you require guide The
Flipside Of Feminism: What Conservative Women Know -- And Men Can't Say By Suzanne Venker, Phyllis
Schlafly to check out to prove the wise words, you can visit this web page completely. This is the site that
will supply all the books that possibly you require. Are guide's collections that will make you feel interested
to read? One of them below is the The Flipside Of Feminism: What Conservative Women Know -- And Men
Can't Say By Suzanne Venker, Phyllis Schlafly that we will recommend.

Reviewing, as soon as more, will certainly provide you something new. Something that you have no idea
after that revealed to be populared with the e-book The Flipside Of Feminism: What Conservative Women
Know -- And Men Can't Say By Suzanne Venker, Phyllis Schlafly notification. Some expertise or driving
lesson that re obtained from checking out publications is vast. Much more books The Flipside Of Feminism:
What Conservative Women Know -- And Men Can't Say By Suzanne Venker, Phyllis Schlafly you check
out, even more expertise you get, and much more possibilities to consistently love reviewing publications.
As a result of this factor, reading e-book should be started from earlier. It is as exactly what you could
acquire from the e-book The Flipside Of Feminism: What Conservative Women Know -- And Men Can't
Say By Suzanne Venker, Phyllis Schlafly

Obtain the benefits of reviewing routine for your life design. Book The Flipside Of Feminism: What
Conservative Women Know -- And Men Can't Say By Suzanne Venker, Phyllis Schlafly message will
certainly always associate to the life. The reality, expertise, science, wellness, faith, entertainment, as well as
much more can be discovered in created publications. Several writers provide their experience, scientific
research, study, as well as all things to show you. One of them is through this The Flipside Of Feminism:
What Conservative Women Know -- And Men Can't Say By Suzanne Venker, Phyllis Schlafly This book
The Flipside Of Feminism: What Conservative Women Know -- And Men Can't Say By Suzanne Venker,
Phyllis Schlafly will certainly supply the required of message and also statement of the life. Life will be
completed if you know a lot more points with reading e-books.
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Forty years have passed since the so-called women's movement claimed to liberate women from
preconceived notions of what it means to be female - and the results are in. The latest statistics show that as
women have gained more freedom, more education, and more power, they have become less happy. In The
Flipside of Feminism, Suzanne Venker and Phyllis Schlafly provide readers with a new view of women in
America - casting off the ideology that preaches faux empowerment and liberation from men and marriage.
Their book demonstrates that conservative women are, in fact, the most liberated women in America and the
folks to whom young people should be turning for advice. Their confident and rational approach to the battle
of the sexes is precisely what America needs.
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Review
A gutsy and profound book. Those who crave the truth will inhale The Flipside of Feminism, while those
beholden to feminism will resist it. For both, Flipside is a must-read. Schlafly and Venker show how
insidious the feminist movement is --Ann Coulter

The Flipside of Feminism exposes the lies at the core of the feminist agenda: there is no difference between
men and women, the hook-up culture is liberating, women are oppressed victims in the home and office, and
children are fine when left all day in daycare. Those who consider themselves 'socially liberal but fiscally
conservative' will re-examine their attitudes after reading this book." --Mark Levin

Phyllis Schlafly and Suzanne Venker have written a courageous and illuminating book on the oppression of
women by the feminist left. Everyone of sound mind should read and learn from this book." --David
Horowitz

About the Author
A former teacher-turned-social critic, Suzanne Venker is an author and speaker on politics, marriage,
parenting, and the culture. A well-known commentator on cultural issues, Suzanne has appeared on ABC,
CNN, FOX, Huff-Po Live and C-Span--as well as hundreds of radio shows throughout the country, including
the Laura Ingraham Show. How to Choose a Husband is her third book.

Phyllis Schlafly is a national leader of the conservative movement since the publication of her best-selling
1964 book, A Choice Not An Echo. Author of 20 books, Schlafly has written a monthly newsletter since



1967 called The Phyllis Schlafly Report and a syndicated column, which appears in 100 newspapers. Her
daily radio commentaries are heard daily on over 600 stations, and her radio talk show on education called
Eagle Forum Live is heard weekly on 90 stations. She lives in St. Louis.
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261 of 306 people found the following review helpful.
Bamboozled by feminism
By IvyPearl
I generally don't write reviews but I must thank the authors for writing this book. It should be interesting to
note that I am a liberal black woman who used to consider herself a feminist...that is until I read this book. I
found this book based on reviews from another book called Manning Up by Kay S. Hymowitz. I was trying
to get to the source of the tension and battles between the sexes. It used to be that these so called battles were
nothing more than harmless back and forth words...everyone would shake hands and go home. Nowadays it
is going far beyond this harmless chatter into full blown fights where everyone loses. This book sheds light
on feminism which may be causing this tension.

From a woman's perspective, I feel like we have all been bamboozled into thinking the career is everything.
Fortunately, I've never quite fallen prey to this assumption but I have obsessed over my career a time or two
nonetheless. My generation believed that once you graduated college and got a good career then your life
would be set. Well, not so fast...most of us never factored the biological clock into this equation. And now I
have friends in their 30s and 40s who have to make tough decisions of whether to hurry up and marry any
man who wants to have a child or settle for a sperm bank. That's not what feminism was supposed to bring
us. This is not what we bargained for when we accepted it. On the other hand, I have co-workers who are
rushed to get into the office and rushed to get home to take over the 2nd shift (being a mother!). They're tired
and weary and would rather stay home and take care of their family. It's an impossible dream because now
their lifestyles are dependent upon a two income household.

From a black woman's perspective, I feel like feminism wasn't exactly our fight. Our fight in the 60's and
70's were for basic civil rights so I believe black women in that fight were bamboozled into thinking this
would help black women in our community. Instead, we now have the highest rate of baby out-of-
wedlockness and lead the way in abortions. It has utterly been a disaster for our community and now my
generation and the generation after me are left to pick up the pieces. I viewed a documentary on welfare,
which in my opinion, helped progress the feminism movement so that mothers would no longer have to lean
on fathers for help..they would now look to the government.

I believe the authors make a great case against feminism in our society. They present numerous stories and
examples of how feminism isn't working but the one piece of evidence most women can not refute is that
women are simply not as happy as they were years ago. You can easily prove this by reading women's blogs,
magazines, and other social media for women.

I will leave you with this excerpt from a letter written by Alice Walker's daughter about her life growing up
as the child of a black feminist. It is quite shameful how she treated her daughter once she found out she was
pregnant.

"my mum taught me that children enslave women. I grew up believing that children are millstones around
your neck, and the idea that motherhood can make you blissfully happy is a complete fairytale...My mother's
feminist principles coloured every aspect of my life. As a little girl, I wasn't even allowed to play with dolls
or stuffed toys in case they brought out a maternal instinct. It was drummed into me that being a mother,
raising children and running a home were a form of slavery. Having a career, travelling the world and being



independent were what really mattered according to her...I love my mother very much, but I haven't seen her
or spoken to her since I became pregnant. She has never seen my son - her only grandchild. My crime?
Daring to question her ideology..Then there is the issue of not having children. Even now, I meet women in
their 30s who are ambivalent about having a family. They say things like: 'I'd like a child. If it happens, it
happens.' I tell them: 'Go home and get on with it because your window of opportunity is very small.' As I
know only too well...Then I meet women in their 40s who are devastated because they spent two decades
working on a PhD or becoming a partner in a law firm, and they missed out on having a family. Thanks to
the feminist movement, they discounted their biological clocks. They've missed the opportunity and they're
bereft....Feminism has betrayed an entire generation of women into childlessness. It is devastating."

13 of 14 people found the following review helpful.
An eye-opener for conservatives
By Jeannie
Women and men should read this book. I was raised as a conservative, but this book made me aware of the
insidious ways the feminist movement has deeply infiltrated our culture in covert ways. Though I once
pursued career dreams, I'm now happily a homemaker, but I mourned that loss for a time. The authors here
are pragmatic, succinct and logical, making cogent and witty cases for the necessity of traditional mores.
Read whether you identify as a liberal or conservative, because your mind will be challenged and your heart
will be opened.

191 of 252 people found the following review helpful.
All women should read this book! (and keep an open mind)
By E. Maresca
I thoroughly enjoyed this book. As a woman in her late 20's who recently made the transition from career
world to domestic life, raising my son, this book is exactly what I needed. People talk about the working
mother's guilt, but there is a lot of guilt for those of us with feminism ideology ingrained in our brain who
decide their current calling to be their children. When making the decision to quit my job (which I loved and
I was good at) I knew, deep down,that I wanted to be a full time mother. I knew from the beginning (in
college) that I eventually wanted to be the one raising my children, shaping them into little, respectable
members of society. But, when the time came to quit, I felt an incredible amount of pressure to remain at
work. Not from my husband, but from society. There is a certain response you get from people when you tell
them you are a stay at home mom. It is like, "Oh, good for you." or "Isn't he a lucky boy", which on the
surface seem like decent enough responses, but the condescending facial expressions and tone of voice that
go along with them are uncomfortable to endure.

This book is written for women, like me, who know it is their duty to take responsibility for the people they
bring into this world, but feel they owe it to the world to remain in the workforce because of societal guilt.
"We've come so far and made so many advancements. We owe it to ourselves and to the women who came
before us to stay at work and continue to build a career." (That was the guilt I had at least). But, what is
important that this book points out is no matter how much you think you "owe it to" whomever.... you owe it
to your children to give them the best upbringing you can.

So many women say "I wish I could stay home, but I need to work". This is the authors point, if we would
follow nature and stick to gender roles, you wouldn't need that. Of course there are always uncontrollable
circumstances (the loss of a spouse, temporary unemployent, etc.) that you would need to do what you need
to do, but that isn't the majority. Do you need to work to support your family, or your lifestyle? Sometimes
sacrifices have to be made.

You will hear people bash these authors because they want to "send people back to the 50s". That isn't true.
They want strong family values back. They do not argue women do not belong in the work place. On the



contrary, they simply say there is a time and place for it all. Just not all at once.

Raise your children. Love them. Hug them. Teach them to be decent human beings. You'll have the rest of
your life to build a career.

What's the old saying? No one says on their death bed, "I wish I would have spent more time at the office."

See all 148 customer reviews...
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online e-book entitled The Flipside Of Feminism: What Conservative Women Know -- And Men Can't Say
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publication by on the internet, you could give much more benefits for many individuals. Besides, the viewers
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Know -- And Men Can't Say By Suzanne Venker, Phyllis Schlafly to check out. Find one of the most
preferred as well as required book The Flipside Of Feminism: What Conservative Women Know -- And
Men Can't Say By Suzanne Venker, Phyllis Schlafly to read now as well as here.
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